Native Maple Species

Freeman’s Maple
Acer x freemanii

the most common Cultivars of Acer x freemanii

Autumn Fantasy Maple
Autumn Flame Maple
Celebration Maple
Jeffersred Autumn Blaze Maple *(below)
Sienna Glen Maple

A naturally occurring hybrid Acer rubrum x Acer saccharinum

Freeman’s Maple
is a naturally occurring hybrid of red and silver maple and combines some of the best features of both parents: solid structure, upright form, showy fall colour (from the red maple) and adaptability and rapid growth (from the silver maple).

Freeman’s Maple leaves have 5 lobes, tend to take on the characteristics of either of the parent species and have notches less wide than silver maple but larger and deeper than that of red maple. Serration along the leaf margins is more similar to that of silver maple than red.

It has bright yellow and orange-red fall colour. Leaves will sometimes appear blotchy with red and yellow and orange on the same leaf.